
 

April 26, 2021 

Bar In A   120-140 bpm        6/8 

Greg Holden      https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r66DyHiR5Pk (Capo on 2nd Fret)    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X2h5M0YiC9o 

 
 

  C1  Fmaj7 G  Am7  Cadd4 C2  Gadd11 Am 

|-0---0-----3--0----0-----0---3------0--| 

|-1---1-----0--1----1-----1---1------1--| 

|-0---2-----0--0----0-----0---0------2--| 

|-2---3-----0--2----3-----2---0------2--| 

|-3---3-----2--0----3-----3---2------0--| 

|-3---x-----3--x----x-----x---3------x--| 

 

Intro 
 

|-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-|-----| 

|-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-|-----| 

|-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-|-%---| 

|-2-2-2-0-2-2-2-0-|-%x4-| 

|-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-|-----| 

|-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-|-----| 

 

 

V1 
Its  

C1                       Fmaj7         C1 

nobody's fault, I did this my-self I 

C1                         Lick   G 

paid for last night with a week's worth of wealth and it 
|-----------0----------------| 

|-5----4--3----------3-------| 

|---------0----------0-------| 

|-5----4--3------------------| 

|----------------------0-2---| 

|-with-a--3weeks's---3wealth-| 

C1                                            Fmaj7            C1 

seemed at the time that it was worth what it cost But my 

G                                           Fmaj7          

head hurts remembering the memories I  

C 2-3-4-5-6  1-2-3-4-5-6 

lost  

 

 
 

V2 
          C1                                       Fmaj7          C1 

They said when I came here with my English charm That by the 

C1                        Lick      G 

end of each night I'd have one on each arm, yeah The 

C1                                                Fmaj7         C1 

girls bought me drinks and they tempted me in But then 

G                                        Fmaj7    C1   

sent me home spinning all lonely a-gain-5-and 

 
 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r66DyHiR5Pk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X2h5M0YiC9o
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Chorus 

 

Am7            Cadd4               C2           Gadd11 

it makes no difference what City I'm in The 

Am7                Cadd4              C2                 Gadd11 

drinks cost the same and they do the same thing 
|-------------------------| 

|---------------------5/3-| 

|-----5-----5-----5-------| 

|---5-----3-----5-----5/3-| 

|-------3-----3-----------| 

|-5-----------------3-----| 

 

  

   Am7              Cadd4      C2              Gadd11 

I know it won't stop till I  start up a-gain But I've 

Fmaj7 

got no intention of getting up  

out of this 

C -2-3-4-5-6   Am-2-3-4-5-6  Gadd11-2-3-4-5-6  Fmaj7-2-3-4-5-6 

bed 

 

V3 
C1                              Fmaj7                C1 

In my experience the memories come back The 

C1                                       G 

good times remain and the headaches they pass 

C1                                  Fmaj7           C1 

I made some music and I made some friends But I 

G                                      Fmaj7  C1 

don't wanna feel this way ever a-gain 

 

Chorus 

        Am7            Cadd4               C2           Gadd11 

And it makes no difference what City I'm in             The 

Am7                Cadd4              C2               Gadd11 

drinks cost the same and they do the same thing 

  Am7               Cadd4      C2          Gadd11 

I know it won't stop till I start up a-gain  But I've  

Fmaj7 

got no intention of getting up out of this 

C2     Am     Gadd11     Fmaj7 

bed 

C2     Am     Gadd11     Fmaj7 

 

End Chorus 

 
(Light) And it makes no difference what City I'm in 

The drinks cost the same and they do the same thing 

(Build) I know it won't stop till I start up again And 

it makes no difference what City I'm in The 

drinks cost the same and they do the same thing I 

know it won't stop till I start up again Come'on!  

And 

it makes no difference what City I'm in The 

drinks cost the same and they do the same thing I 

know it won't stop till I start up again  

(Light) But I've  

got no intention of getting up 

I've got no intention of getting up  

out of this 

C      

bed 

 


